In the field theoretical Glauber-Gribov framework in the eikonal approximation, we show that, in hadron-nucleus collisions in the high-energy limit and under especific conditions, the rescattering contributions to the J/ψ production cross-section vanish, leading to an A 1 dependence on the atomic number A -except for nuclear effects in the nucleus structure function, the so-called shadowing. We show that the RHIC data on J/ψ production in dAu collisions can be described with nuclear shadowing alone (σ abs = 0). The corresponding results for Au Au collisions are also presented and compared with available data.
A surprising result in J/ψ production in hadron-nucleus (or deuteron-nucleus) collisions is the substantial decrease of the so-called nuclear absorptive cross-section, σ abs , between CERN and RHIC energies [1, 2] . In this paper we propose a scenario which explains the observed decrease of σ abs with increasing s.
We proceed in the framework of Glauber-Gribov [3] field theory in the eikonal approximation. We shall consider rescattering of both the light partons of the projectile, with a typical hadronic cross-section σ, and the heavy cc system, with crosssection σ. We shall assume that the dominant contribution for the J/ψ production is the conventional mechanism such as gluon-gluon fusion. In the field theoretical language, we assume that the J/ψ is produced in a cut interaction of the projectile with a target nucleon. Production in the blob of a diagram is assumed to be small.
For simplicity we shall assume throughout this paper that the amplitudes of both the projectile and heavy system scattering are purely imaginary. Let us denote by σ in A (σ) the pA inelastic cross-section, at fixed impact parameter, calculated in the Glauber model with σ pN = σ, i.e.
Here T A (b) is the nuclear profile function normalized to unity, and k is the number of cut interactions. Since we allow interactions of both the projectile, with crosssection σ, and the heavy system, with cross-section σ, to take place, the crosssection of the J/ψ production is proportional to σ tot A (σ + σ) [4] . However, since we requiere that at least one interaction is cut, only its inelastic part σ in A (σ + σ) does contribute. Moreover, in our mechanism the J/ψ is produced in a cut interaction of the projectile. Thus, we have to substract from σ in A (σ + σ) the contribution with no cut interaction of the projectile, i.e.
Without the second term in the squared bracket (proportional to σ k ) we have just the expresion of σ in A (σ + σ). This second term has been substracted since at least one cut interaction of the projectile (in which the heavy system is produced) has to be present. We see from (2) that this difference is equal to σ in A (b). This means that all eikonal type rescatterings of the heavy system have cancelled out.
The origin of this result is a cancellation between different discontinuities (cuttings) of the diagrams in the Glauber-Gribov theory which is contained in the eikonal model -but has a more general validity.
Let us now decompose σ into two terms, a small one corresponding to the production of J/ψ and the rest in which the J/ψ is not produced : σ = σ ψ pN + σ N 0 ψ pN . From eq. (2), it is clear that the contribution to the J/ψ cross-section can be written as
We see that the same cancellation is at work. We see from eq. (3) that only rescatterings of eikonal type involving the small piece, σ ψ pN , of σ are left (self absorption) [5] . The conventional shadowing, related to diffractive cross-section σ D , is due to diagrams of a non-eikonal type involving the triple Pomeron coupling and it is not included in the above formulae. It can be easily incorporated, as we will do below.
Apart from these conventional shadowing corrections, we see from eq. (3) that J/ψ production is proportional to A 1 . We shall show below that this result is valid only at high energy. It is in sharp contrast with the situation at low energies where a rescattering of the pre-resonant cc system with the target nucleons takes place, with cross section σ abs = (1 − ε) σ. σ abs is the cross-section of the interaction of the cc pair with a target nucleon in which the cc is transformed in such a way that it has no projection into J/ψ (open charm is produced instead). We can write σ abs = (1 − ε) σ where σ is the total cc−N cross-section and ε σ (ε < 1) is the contribution to σ of all intermediate states having a non-zero projection into J/ψ. Since this contribution is expected to be quite small we should have ε ≪ 1 for J/ψ and, on the contrary, 
At high energies the coherence length is large and the projectile interacts with the nucleus as a whole. At low energies the coherence length is small and the probabilistic picture with a longitudinal ordering in z of the various interactions is valid. In the first interaction at z the heavy system is produced and in successive interactions, at larger values of z, it rescatters with nucleons along its path. The change with energy of the rescattering mechanism has a clear physical interpretation.
Due to the presence of the heavy system some contributions to the production crosssection (corresponding to some particular discontinuity of a given diagram) contain a non-vanishing minimal momentum transfer (t min = 0) and are suppressed by the nuclear form factor.
Following ref. [4] the effects of the coherence length can be taken into account by writing the total pA cross-section as
where n is the number of interactions (both cut and uncut) of both the projectile and the heavy system. Here we have to consider a particular ordering of the longitudinal coordinates z i of the n interacting nucleons : z 1 ≤ z 2 ≤ · · · ≤ z n , and the n-th power of the nuclear profile function T n A (b) is replaced by
where ∆ is the inverse of the coherence length, eq. (4), and ρ A is the nuclear density.
Note that for ∆ = 0, corresponding to asymptotic energies, all integrals T (j) n (b) are equal to T n A (b). For ∆ = 0, the value of j in eq. (5) depends on the discontinuity of the diagrams we are considering. Namely, interactions with nucleons 1 to j − 1 are uncut and located to the left of the cutting line. Interaction j can be either cut or located to the right of the cutting line. All other interactions from j + 1 to n can be cut or located to the right or to the left of the cutting line -all possibilities have to be added. To this contribution we have to add its complex conjugate, which gives just a factor of 2 for purely imaginary amplitudes.
It is now straightforward to obtain σ (j) n in eq. (5). We have to remember that when an interaction is uncut (located to either the right or the left of the cutting line), its amplitude (ia = −σ/2, for purely imaginary amplitudes) is unchanged.
When the cutting takes place through the interaction, its amplitude is replaced by ε σ in the case of an interaction of the heavy system. Indeed, only the fraction ε σ of the cc − N cross-section, corresponding to the intermediate states with non-zero projection into J/ψ, does contribute 1 . In the case of an interaction of the projectile its amplitude is replaced by σ. However, in order to keep track of the cut interactions of the projectile, we shall replace it by δσ with δ = 1.
Proceeding in this way it is easy to obtain the expressions for σ (j) n in eq. (6) [4] . We get for j > 1
and for j = 1
The first factor of eq. (7) corresponds to the j − 1 uncut interactions. The second one corresponds to the jth interaction which is either cut (which gives δσ for the interaction of the projectile and ε σ for that of the heavy system) or located to the right of the cutting line (which gives −(σ + σ)/2). The last factor corresponds to the interactions j + 1 to n. For j = 1 the formula is different. Since a diagram can only be cut either through or in between interactions, the first interaction has to be cut and there is no complex conjugate term -because all other interactions have to be located to the right of the cutting line.
In the high energy limit s → ∞, ∆ → 0 and T (j) n (b) = T n A (b). It is easy to see that for j > 1 the last two terms in the square bracket of σ (j) n cancel with the first two terms of σ (j−1) n . We are thus left with the first two terms of σ (n) n the last two terms of σ (2) n and σ (1) n . This gives
Since δ = 1 the last term does not contain any collision of the projectile. Only a part of the first term corresponds to the J/ψ production mechanism we have assumed.
More precisely, we have to consider only the inelastic part of σ tot A (σ + σ). Moreover, as in eqs. (2) and (3), we have to remove the terms in which only σ and/or σ N 0 ψ are present. We thus have
which reproduces the result in eq. (3).
Let us now turn to the low energy limit in which the coherence length tends to zero (∆ → ∞). In this case the only surviving contribution is σ (j=1)
n -the only one where the cosinus damping factor is absent. Note that T (j=1)
Removing the second term ( σε) in the first factor of (8) (which corresponds to no interaction of the projectile since δ = 1) we get in this limit
with σ abs = σ(1 − ε) + σ(1 − δ). Since δ = 1 we obtain the conventional Glauber formula with a rescattering controlled by σ abs = σ(1 − ε) -which is present for J/ψ production (ε ∼ 0) and absent for open charm (ε = 1).
So far our formulae are valid for mid-rapidities. If we want to consider large positive values of x F , we have to take into account that the geometry introduces a correlation between x F and impact parameter b. Indeed, for very peripheral collision (where the projectile goes through the edge of the nucleons) the number of wounded nucleons (i.e. cut interactions of the projectile with target nucleus) is small and production at large x F is favored. In ref. [7] this correlation was taken into account phenomenologically by introducing a softening factor F k = (1 − x γ 1 ) k−1 . Here x 1 (x 2 ) is the x variable relative to the projectile (target) with x 1 x 2 s = M 2 cc and x F = x 1 −x 2 . k is the number of cut interactions (in Ref. [7] , γ = 2 for J/ψ production). With the factor F k the spectrum of J/ψ gets softer with increasing k. Since in eqs. (7) , (9) and (11) we have kept track of the cut interactions it is immediate to introduce the softening factor F k . In the low energy limit we have to replace σ(δ −1)
by σδ(1 − x γ 1 ) − σ = −σx γ 1 (δ = 1). In this way, the absorptive cross-section σ abs = (1 − ε) σ is replaced by an effective cross-section σ ef f = σ abs + σx γ 1 . Thus, when x 1 → 1 we get rescatterings controlled by a typical hadronic cross-section. It was shown in [7] that such a large cross-section is needed in order to reproduce the J/ψ suppression at large x F . Note that the same increase of the effective absorptive cross-section as x 1 → 1 occurs for open charm production. Likewise, the softering factor has to be introduced in the high energy limit. However, its effect at the highest available rapidity at RHIC energies (y = 2.2) is very small and can be neglected.
The extension of the above formalism to AB collisions is straightforward (see for instance Ref. [8] ). The formulae are obtained by a convolution of the ones for pA and pB.
The above considerations -that is to say, the A 1 dependence in eqs. In order to test it we need the expression for nuclear shadowing in pA and AA collisions [8]- [10] . Following [8] [9] we have for the suppression of hadron h production in AB collisions
where For dAu collisions we just take the first factor of (12), which corresponds to pA collisions. With σ abs = 0 this suppression equals the total J/ψ suppression. The results are presented in Fig. 1 and compared with PHENIX data [2] . The agreement between theory and experiment is quite good. Note that the increase of J/ψ suppression with rapidity is entirely due to the corresponding increase of shadowing. The situation is different in Au Au collisions. Indeed, it can be checked with our formulae that shadowing effects are, in this case, practically independent of rapidity. This is due to the opposite signs of y in y A max and y B max . As a consequence, the J/ψ suppression in Au Au in a comovers approach -that takes into account the final state interaction of the J/ψ with the dense medium produced in the collision -is maximal at y = 0, where the comovers density is maximal, and decreases when we move to positive or negative rapidities.
The results for Au Au collisions at RHIC at y = 0 with σ abs = 0 and σ co = 0.65 mb (the same comovers interaction cross-section obtained from the CERN data) were given in [8] . We present them again in Fig. 2 and compare them with the PHENIX data [11] . The corresponding results at y = 1.7 are also presented. The agreement with the data is considerably improved by taking σ abs = 0. Nevertheless, our results are still somewhat lower than the data at y = 0, while there is agreement at y = 1.7. This shows that in the present version of our model the rapidity dependence of the suppression is not reproduced.
Note that σ co , being a cross-section near threshold, we do not expect a substantial energy variation. However, this cross-section does not have to be identical at CERN and RHIC -since the momentum distribution of the comovers can change with energy. Unfortunately we are unable to evaluate such an effect. Another source of uncertainty in our calculation resides in the comovers density. As an illustration, we show in Fig. 2 the effect on the J/ψ suppression at y = 0 resulting from a 20% decrease in this density.
More important, theoretical calculations [12] show that the energy dependence of the J/ψ-hadron cross-section increases very fast with increasing energy near threshold. Because of that, the decrease of the comovers density at forward rapidities might be (over)compensated by an increase of the comovers cross-section σ co . In this case, the maximum of the J/ψ suppression may take place at a value of the rapidity different from y = 0 where the comovers density is maximal. This point is at present under investigation 2 .
In conclusion, we have presented theoretical arguments supporting the idea that, at high energy, nuclear absorption of the J/ψ vanishes (σ abs = 0). Only standard nuclear effects (shadowing) are present. This produces an increase of the J/ψ suppression with increasing rapidity in dAu collisions. The results at √ s = 200 GeV energies can be described in this way. In Au Au collisions the shadowing effect is practically independent of rapidity and the J/ψ supression in the comovers interaction model presented here decreases when moving away from mid-rapidity, due to the corresponding decrease of the comovers density.
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